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The Bonastre Xtreme disc range differs from normal discs, basically due to its support in natural fiber
and its formulation resistant to more extreme soil conditions.
There are 4 colors: Violet, Blue, Red and Duo.
Violet Xtreme: More abrasive than blue. not suitable for surfaces that then want to polish.
Blue Xtreme only for coarse compact ceramic floors. (It can reduce the roughness and facilitate its cleaning).
Red Xtreme thanks to its features is faster and more resistant
Duo Xtreme ideal to be used in floors where the normal Bonastre Duo can suffer from premature wear due 
to abrasive soil characteristics

Bonastre Xtreme

Characteristics
Available in any way
Simple process, fewer steps and better results
To clean and polish.
Spectacular lasting brightness.
Even non-slip glitter in wet.
It even eliminates stains of acids.
It does not hit the ground
Only with water
Ease of use
Eco friendly, without chemicals.
Ideal for daily maintenance with scrubber
Low cost

Packaging and Marking
The discs come packaged individually and marked 
with their size, color, supplier and product name on 
the back.

Duration in marble floors and terrazzo
Rotary, brightening 300 to 600 m2
under normal conditions of use.

Scrubber (daily maintenance). Large surfaces 30,000-
150,000 m2 depending on the abrasion or porosity 
of the soil. From 1000 to 50,000 m2. In small or me-
dium-sized areas between one and two months.

Duration in concrete floors or very poor condition
Depending on the state of the ground the duration 
could be half that in the floors of marble and terrazzo.
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instructions
the BLUE XTREME disc is very abrasive indicated to be used occasionally, to clean concrete floors and 
decapitate hard plastic floors, in marbles and terrazzo we do not recommend its use.

The RED XTREME disc thanks to its features is faster and more resistant than the Pad 1 Red disc, so we 
recommend its use in concrete, marble and terrazzo floors in poor condition, hydraulic mosaic etc.

XTREME DUO ideal to be used in floors where the normal Bonastre Duo can suffer from premature wear 
due to abrasive soil characteristics. Bonastre Duo Xtreme manages to obtain a longer disk length in more 
abrasive soil such as white marble, terrazzo with a lot of traffic, concrete floors or hydraulic mosaic.

Soils where can I use Bonastre Xtreme?

Floor Deep cleaning Polishing Daily cleaning

Terrazzo

Marble

Granite with shine X X X

Granite mat

Mat Ceramic tiles

Polishing ceramic tiles X X X

Vinyl/Plàstic/Linoleum/
PVC Dry & Wet Dry & Wet

Epoxy/Acrylic X

Concrete Dry & Wet

Bonastre Xtreme


